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OCT 13-15
We are living in uncharted times.
Many feel instability and chaos are challenging us,
and stretching us to our limit.
Protecting all we love, we find we have strengths
uniquely ours - enabling us to endure, resist,
and transform.
We come to know we are sovereign to
discover and choose our own paths of power.
We discover the power of the sun, moon,
storms, earthquakes, volcanos,
whose great forces radiate within
ourselves, from the Goddess,
from the Sisterhood,
and from the Universe.
In elemental ways, we become these
forces - rocks, flames, water, moon,
sky, and stars.
Moving with the planet, we embody Her wisdom,
Her energy, Her love. And we create a world
where our remarkable gifts bring healing
to ourselves, rippling beyond us into the
greater cosmos.
Rise Up in supportive sisterhood to birth
new beginnings, plant seeds
of change, and feel connected
to the Divine Feminine
and Spirit of all Women.

Sam Bauerle.............................Event Chair
Jody Gundersen..........Tracks & Workshops
Sharon Bennett...............................Worship
Cheryl Dent.....................................Worship
Shauna Ireland................Sales & Activities
Katie Bloedau..................................Scribe
Carole Dixon....................................Scribe

HONEY BADGERS

event planners:

Join us! Celebrate! Worship!

F O R M O R E I N F O : U U W O M E N S P I R I T. O R G

The Mountain Retreat and Learning Center, Highlands NC

The one word this event grew from is POWER. We examined
the spaces women walk in our daily lives which require our
energy to navigate, the tools we use to gird ourselves with
strong and flexible protection, and the ways we affirm that
we are amazing powerFULL creatures, especially when we
move in realms that do not acknowledge or appreciate
women's power.

UUWomenspirit is an all-woman spiritual
retreat (18 years and older) where we explore
the Feminine Divine in her many forms. Spiritnourishing workshops and worship services
are combined in an atmosphere full of
community and fun at The Mountain Retreat
and Learning Center in Highlands, North
Carolina. UUWomenspirit has been offering
retreats since 1987.
The purpose of UUWomenspirit is to create,
conduct and support activities that encourage
and empower women to explore their religious
and spiritual origins, experiences and beliefs.
Pursuing, nurturing and affirming creativity
and diversity are major emphases. There is a
strong commitment to developing the use of
the consensus as the model for all decisionmaking. All the work of UUWomenspirit is
done by volunteers; there are no paid
positions.
Two programs are offered—the Weekday
Institute which takes place on
Wednesday afternoon through Friday morning,
gives women an intimate and intensive
environment in which to explore life’s
journeys, joys, and experiences. The
Weekend Gathering, which begins on Friday
afternoon and runs through Sunday morning,
will grow in numbers (and energy) to as many
as 100 women. You can attend Institute or
Gathering or both!

We examined the quiet power coming from our ability to
wait, pooling our resources until with the force of water, we
overflow our obstacles. We contain the spirit of life, the
breath of the soul, and we fly on the winds with lightning
speed, communicating love, passion, and guidance. We
connect with other in a spider web of relations. We contain
the fire of our convictions, we ride the storms of our
disappointments and obstructions. We are extensions of our
Mother Earth and we have mighty earthquakes, burst forth
like volcanos, creating new spaces, new paradigms. We
discover ways of living in balance. We are intermediaries
between the earth and the cosmos, healing ourselves and
others, with healing power spreading in concentric rings in
an interdependent web of life.
This retreat onto this sacred mountain into an enclave of
powerful women fueled by creativity, laughter and love has
been lovingly crafted to help us all recognize the power we
can find in ourselves, each other and nature herself. Come
germinate seeds of yourself to rise and meet the challenges
you now face.

Rise Up Sisters!

WEEKDAY INSTITUTE
Wednesday Evening, Oct 11 Thru Friday Lunch, Oct 13
Institute tracks begin on Wednesday evening, continue through Thursday, and end
on Friday morning. In-depth tracks allow us to journey more deeply into the soul of
each session topic. For additional information, contact Jody Gundersen, Tracks
and Workshops Coordinator for this event at JodyCoyody@gmail.com. The
materials fees listed (if any) need to be paid IN CASH at the event check-in.
When filling out your registration form, please indicate your first and second
choices. Participants are enrolled on a first-come, first-served basis for tracks and
most have a limited number of participants. Each track must meet a minimum in
order for it to proceed. If your first choice is filled or cancelled, you will be placed
in your second choice. You also have the option of choosing free time if you want
to just relax and take time for yourself.

TRAC KS
Marilyn Grubbs ............ Rise with Love, Lead with Love
Lori Hudspeth & Jocelyn Boettner ................ Unleash Your
Goddess Warrior Within and Harness Her Divine Power
Becky J. Suzik ............ Activating Our Gifts for a New World:
A Playshop for Journal Making, Writing, and Discovery

WEEKDAY INSTITUTE TRACKS

Rise Up Sisters
Embody HER Power



Max Participants: 20
Materials Fee: $15

Einstein said, “A new type of thinking is essential if
mankind is to survive and move to higher levels.”
Let’s rise to a higher level of thinking, feeling, and
acting, together! We’ll clarify and energize our vision,
connecting the best parts of ourselves with our best
vision of the world, and then act from that beautiful,
powerful place. We’ll learn how to practice empathy
for ourselves and for others, even those with whom
we disagree, using Compassionate Communication
(also known as Nonviolent Communication). We’ll
play with visualization, Touch Drawing, collage,
singing, and movement. We will challenge and
support each other in taking at least one action
toward our vision, either during or soon after the
Institute. And we will stay connected after we return
home, with our chosen “buddies” whom we will agree
to let lovingly push us, as we lovingly push them,
toward keeping the commitments we have made;
supporting each other through difficulties and
celebrate successes with empathy using the
Compassionate Communication model.

Marilyn Grubbs is a psychotherapist in private
practice who uses art therapy techniques as
part of her therapy toolbox. She has been a
singer and musician all her life, and is blessed
to be a member of Jewelsong and Lotus
Daughters. Her newest venture is Lotus
Connections, a partnership which teaches and
facilitates practice with Compassionate
Communication. She is excited about pulling
together all of these tools in order to guide and
inspire others toward becoming their best
selves. She has been part of UUWomenspirit
since 2013.

WEEKDAY INSTITUTE TRACKS
Activating Our Gifts for a New World: A
Playshop for Journal Making, Writing,
and Discovery
Becky J. Suzik
Now, perhaps more than any time in history,
every person on earth is needed to find and
live out our gifts. A time to co-create a new
and healing world we all so very much need
and deserve—the world we want to live in.
During this track we will explore and/or
discover our personal gifts and activate our
ability to play and create as we discover
personal and collective truths surrounding
the power of our gifts.
We will use creative thinking, feeling hearts,
and intentional hands to make a handmade
journal that will capture thoughts and ideas
percolating during our time together. We will
co-create an altar dedicated to our Gifts and
the New World. There will also be
opportunities to write and reflect in our
journals, and sharing time during talking
circles. if you desire.
No writing or art experience is necessary. An
abundance of wonderful creative art supplies
will be provided but you're invited to bring
sacred adornments for your book: ribbons,
emblems, pictures, art media, and tokens to
affix to your creation.
Questions to ponder before we gather: What
do you see as your personal gifts or talents?
Is your life an expression of—or in alignment
with your gifts? Are the gifts others see in
you the gifts you want to focus on during this
time of your life? How can you use your gifts
to enhance the new world humanity and
earth we are striving to co-create?

Max Participants: 15
Materials Fee: $20
Becky J. Suzik believes in the healing
powers of art and stories, as both maker and
witness. As a creativity and joy activist, she
offers expressive art playshops designed to
explore creative potential and connection:
connections with people and all sentient
beings, and to the earth herself. Becky
writes, makes, and thinks in Raleigh, NC.
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Unleash your Goddess Warrior and step into your divine
feminine power. Learn how to shed the past and break
through all your limiting beliefs. Ignite rapid transformation in
your life physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually. You
will experience breakthrough breath work to heal your
physical bodies, release trauma on a cellular level and
connect to the divine in a greater way. You will journey to
retrieve fragmented soul pieces and reintegrate them and on a
journey to meet your future selves. Breakout activities are not
mandatory but will include the opportunity for you to break
boards and arrows and walk on glass to conquer your fears
and limiting beliefs.
You will learn tools to draw on anytime you face fear and self
doubt. You will see the signs and wonders all around you and
learn to trust your intuition. You will be empowered to lead
with your feminine but have the strength of your warrior to
draw upon in any situation.
Participants will need to bring a yoga mat if they have one, a
journal, and a blanket.

Max Participants: Unlimited
Materials Fee: $20.
Lori Hudspeth and Jocelyn Boettner have both been on
lifelong quests to heal their wounds, collect their fragmented
pieces, reclaim their power and give voice and healing to
those who are suffering. Lori is a master firewalk instructor and
leader. She is a gifted shaman who brings a fierce warrior to
every healing session allowing her to go to the depths
of darkness with no fear to illuminate your life. Jocelyn is a
breakthrough breathwork coach. She is a gifted shaman who
brings the sacred feminine to each session with such
gentleness, holding your highest and best as you do the work
to heal. Together they created Goddess Warrior Path and have
brought you this workshop to create rapid transformation in
your life and help you unleash your power!

WEEKEND GATHERING
Friday Evening, Oct 13 Thru Sunday Lunch, Oct 15
You will select one Full Day or one AM and one PM workshop for Saturday. These
sessions provide a variety of ways to focus your energy during the weekend. For
additional information, contact Jody Gundersen, Tracks and Workshops Coordinator
for this event, at JodyCoyody@gmail.com. The materials fees listed (if any) need to be
paid IN CASH at the event check-in.
When filling out your registration form, please indicate your first and second choices.
Participants are enrolled on a first-come, first-served basis for workshops and most
have a limited number of participants. Each workshop must meet a minimum in order
for it to proceed. If your first choice is filled or cancelled, you will be placed in your
second choice. You also have the option of choosing free time if you want to just
relax and take time for yourself.

A L L - D AY W o r k s h o p s
Sue-Anne Solem .........The 20 Nawales and the 99 Beautiful
Names: A Maya/Sufi Journey
Mylissa Buttram ............ Empowering the Goddess Through
Music, Movement, and Magic

ALL DAY

GATHERING WORKSHOPS
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The 20 Nawales and the 99 BEAUTIFUL NAMES: A
Maya/Sufi Journey Sue-Anne Solem

Max Participants: Unlimited Materials
Fee: None

The world ended on December 21, 2012--the 5,200 year old world of male
energy domination! December 22, 2012 began a new KATUN, or period of
5,200 years, during which there will be a balance of male and female
energy, experienced for the very first time on this planet! Come and
journey with us, using that Mayan sacred spiritual calendar, the Tzolkin, to
align ourselves with the ancient wisdom that foretold this shift. Learn how,
by following the eternally accurate timekeeping system that honors the
daily energies of life, we can move gracefully and joyfully each day of our
lives and co-create this new era! We’ll explore the twenty protective spirits
called Nawales, introducing each of us to the personal Nawal that guides
our destiny! We’ll learn how, when we align with them, our lives flow
beautifully, with plenty of signs along the way that we are indeed on the
Sac Be or sacred path!

Sue-Anne Solem for six years beginning in
2012 spent several weeks each winter
studying Spanish in the little Guatelmalan
town of San Pedro la Laguna. In 2011,
she had a profound experience when her
Spanish teacher took her to her shaman,
Maria, for two personal Mayan ceremonies
that changed her life. She began to study
and follow the ancient Tzolkin; and in
2012, went back for the day long
ceremonies honoring the beginning of the
new era. This galvanized her to begin a
daily practice, which she has interwoven
with her Sufi teachings and practices; a
practice which has brought her great
inspiration, fulfillment, and contentment.
She is so excited to be sharing this with
her Womenspirit
community, of which
she has been a joyful
part of for many years.
been a joyful
part for many years!

In my daily use of this calendar, I have found remarkable alignment with
the spiritual practices and ideas I have learned from various traditions,
especially the Sufi tradition of the “99 Beautiful Names.” Each of the 99
names is one aspect of the Divine, and when we name and reflect on them,
it is easier to understand what we call God, Goddess, or All-That-Is. I have
discovered that each NAWAL resonates remarkably with one or more of
these Names, and we can use these Names and energies in breath
practices, meditation and contemplation, chanting, reflection, mudra
(gestures and movement), reading, reflecting, writing and drawing, and
heartfelt sharing, and songs I have created.

ALL DAY

GATHERING WORKSHOPS
EMPOWERING THE GODDESS WITHIN
Through Music, Movement, and Magic
Mylissa Buttram
Using three techniques, we will learn
how to create change in our bodies,
our choices, and our lives. Prior to the workshop,
complete The Clifton Strengthsfinder 2.0, an online
assessment based upon the best-selling book by
Tom Rath. Bring a printed copy of your results
from the online Clifton Strengthsfinder assessment.
It will help us focus on our strengths so we can do
our best in whatever we do. Next is Nia, a
movement technique for body, mind and spirit that
incorporates energies from The Dance Arts (Jazz,
Modern, and Duncan Dance), The Martial Arts
(Aikido, Tai Chi, and Tae Kwon Do), and The
Healing Arts (Yoga, Feldenkrais, and The Alexander
Technique). It helps keep us mindful and moving,
increasing our bone-density, decreasing joint pain,
increasing brain synapses, and helps us befriend
our ever-changing bodies while fulfilling a sense of
purpose and community, and helps us get exercise

that is fun! Third is The Triple Goddess Tarot,
a tool that can tap into the very essence of
who we are and shape our perspectives. We
will commit to one action to implement after
we leave The Mountain to align our personal
strengths to “being the change we want to
see in the world.” You are welcome to bring
your Tarot cards, but it isn't required.

Max Participants: 20
Materials Fee: $20 to purchase the book StrengthsFinder
2.0
Mylissa Buttram has learned to dance through life,
rather than hobble, and she wants to share what
she’s learned. She retired early at 50 from a 25 year
career in the field of Leadership and Organizational
Development--a field she dearly loved and where
she found the Strengthsfinder program. She's had
three cancer diagnoses since 1995, discovered The
Nia Technique in 2013, and has been exploring The
Tarot for the last 16 years. She has been involved in
UUWomenspirit since 2014.

HALF DAY

GATHERING WORKSHOPS
MORNING WORKSHOPS
Power Emitting Mandalas
Susie Adams
Focusing our thoughts,
intentions, and/or energy
on things we would like to see or do
in our lives, we will each create a
mandala that holds those intentions
in a beautiful burst of color. Your
mandala can symbolically contain
the plan of action, the obstacles, and
the hoped-for results of a near and
dear project. It can represent you,
your strengths and loves and
dreams. Or it can illustrate your
spiritual practice. We’ll be making
our mandalas on rocks and/or
paper, using paint and/or beads. Of
course you can continue working on
it at home, as your project unfolds.
Your mandala will be a visual
reminder of these intentions and
your time at UUWomenspirit.
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H A L F - D AY W o r k s h o p s
MORNING:
Susie Adams .................. Power Emitting Mandalas
Karen LeFever ............ Mountains of Power
Beth Flanagan ............... The Power of Image
AFTERNOON:
Margaret Schmidt ......... Improv: Quick & Funny that
Slays!
Karen LeFever ............ Instruments of Power:
Song & Movement in
Community
Beth Flanagan ............... The Power of Placement

Max Participants: 10
Materials Fee: $10
Susie Adams has always loved mandalas. She finds them
beautiful and awe inspiring. In Spring 2017, she was talking
with some fellow UUWomenspirit ladies at lunch. One
happened to mention mandalas. She thought it would be
fun to do some. The next morning she drew a card that
referenced mandalas. Cool, right? When she got home, a
friend showed her a project she wanted to do on Pinterest-doing Mandalas!! It seemed the Goddess was working her
magic!! Susie can take hints!! She lives in Whittier, NC and
has been attending UUWomenspirit for 10 years now.

HALF DAY

GATHERING WORKSHOPS

Rise Up Sisters
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MORNING WORKSHOPS
Mountains of Power-The Mythology, Symbolism, and Cultural Practices of Breasts
Karen LeFever

Our boobs are so much more than focal points for men, or an effortless,
homemade-baby-formula mixing, storage, and delivery system for infants. We
will remember that breasts symbolize great power for women. We’ll look to art,
cultural references, and goddesses to fill in important details we have probably
forgotten and root around in the psychology of what are so much more than
human mammary glands. Karen is teaching two separate half-day workshops.
This one is not a prerequisite to the other.

Max Participants: 15
Materials Fee: None
Karen LeFever believes “Early detection is NOT the best prevention! It’s not
prevention at all!!” After many years of cringing throughout the pink ribbon
propaganda period that is October, she felt inspired to change the dialog. She
created a Breast Health Awareness class that she has presented to women’s
groups during some of those Octobers. She also knows that women are so
much more than we are being confined to today.

The Power of Image: What the Camera Sees
Beth Flanagan

Max Participants: Unlimited
Materials Fee: None

Let us focus, not on the technical workings of the
camera – the knobs and buttons and dials - but
on the composition, and on the light, and most of
all on the power in the images we capture. We will
take photos of one another in different settings
and explore how lighting and background bring
forth different emotions in a photograph and how
the Goddess in each of us can be revealed.
There are always fascinating insights to be
gleaned. Any camera you have available is fine
for this class and please bring a couple of your
favorite photos for “show and tell.” These can be
of anything you want – people, places, things.
Beth is teaching two separate half-day workshops.
This one is not a prerequisite to the other.

Beth Flanagan got her first camera when she
was 10 years old and has been an avid
amateur photographer ever since. Her
favorite subject is faces, particularly
women’s. She taught photography at Harnett
Central High School for two years and did all
the candid photography for the yearbook.
She uses a Nikon 7100 currently, but any
camera is fine for this workshop.

afternoon WORKSHOPS
Improv: Quick and Funny that Slays!
Margaret Schmidt

Max Class Size: 12
Materials Fee: None

Cultivate the power of your inner “ham” through
simple games and “exercises” designed to
unleash your divine creativity. IMPROV will not
mimic the TV show. You will sharpen your
listening and interpreting skills while having
FUN!!!! Wear loose clothing and expect to laugh
A LOT!

Margaret Schmidt is a long-time
UUWomenspirit member--one of the few still
attending who came to the very first event! She
has been an EC, served on several PCs, and
was on the CoCo as Registrar for 6 years. Her
inner “ham” first appeared and got squashed
back in elementary school. As an adult, taking
and leading Improv workshops has certainly
helped her feel her creative POWER!

HALF DAY

GATHERING WORKSHOPS

Rise Up Sisters
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afternoon WORKSHOPS
Instruments of Power:
Song & Movement in Community
Karen LeFever

The Power of Placement: Displaying What
the Camera Saw
Beth Flanagan

Moving our bodies and our voices,
dancing and singing, are powerful ways to
express ourselves. We will play with some
stately and some absurd movements, with
a few in between, and explore the results
in our confidence and projection. And we
will sing, and we will chant! Raising our
voices together, so that it doesn’t matter if
anyone can sing or not, is such an
incredibly powerful and beautiful
experience that we all must have so we
stop denying the musical instruments that
we inhabit! Oh, and just so you know,
some drums might show up! Karen is
teaching two separate half-day workshops.
The other is not a prerequisite to this one.

No photography conversation would be complete without some talk about scrapbooking,
another of Beth’s passions! All are welcome to
this afternoon class. Just bring some pictures
you’ve taken, images of people, places and
things. We’ll bring and print out some of our
best photos, and create a spread or two that
highlights the revelations in the chosen images.
Jammies optional-as are your personal scrapbooking tools and supplies. Beth is teaching two
separate half-day workshops. The other is not a
prerequisite to this one.

Max Participants: Unlimited
Materials Fee: None
Karen LeFever is also a licensed Massage
Therapist, certified in Body Talk, and
instructor for Ageless Grace and ConceptTherapy, moonlights as an amusing yet
serious foodie, and a lover of nature. She
found a spiritual home on The Mountain
with UUWomenspirit last fall!

Max Participants: 15
Materials Fee: $10
Beth Flanagan is also an avid scrapbooker,
spending weekends at hotels in her jammies with
other women equally obsessed. She has a room
devoted to scrapbooking supplies. It leaks. Word
on The Circuit is that she is one ream of
cardstock short of being on the hit reality show
Scrapbook Supply Hoarders!! And Michael’s is
having a sale!!! Exciting times!!

WORSHIP
An integral part of UUWomenspirit is the daily
worship service. Our worship leaders, Sharon
Bennett and Cheryl Dent, have created
services which explore, embrace, and embody
the power of the Divine Feminine, the natural
world, and that which resides within us all.
Please feel free to bring any objects or statues
that represent power to you to share and place
upon the altars.
We will journey the spiraling path directly into
the heart of power.

EVENT HIGHLIGHTS
Friday Night Firewalk
Highly trained facilitators will teach you how to walk
safely and relax into the fire energy by trusting your
intuition. Transform fear and doubt to reshape your
reality during this powerful activity, a first-time
offering for UUWomenspirit. Cost: $55 payable
directly to the facilitators.

Big Sister/Little Sister
If you would like to help a new sister feel welcome
and at home at UUWomenspirit, let us know on
your registration form. Highly recommended!

Brigid’s Bazaar
Sacred Shopping! Bring your own creations or
woman-centered items from your woman-owned
business to sell in our Bazaar. Visit or contribute to
the networking table. Bring cash or checks, since
many vendors do not accept credit cards. To
reserve a vendor spot in the Bazaar, fill out the
Sales Agreement Form on the website.

Nighttime Illuminated Labyrinth Walk
A divine experience in the forest.

Healing Circle
A time to give and receive healing from your sisters.

Membership Meeting
Held Friday afternoon with good info and great door
prizes donated by our vendors.

Tea and Talk
Gather late night with friends in the dining hall;
tea and treats always available, as well as coloring
books and games.

Cabaret
Held Saturday night after worship. Join in the
fun! Show off your talents!

Drumming and Dancing
Held Saturday night after Cabaret. Bring drums,
other instruments and your dancing feet for a freeform spirited celebration!

Rise Up Sisters
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Silent Auction
Bring your gently used woman-centered objects for
our Silent Auction to benefit the UUWomenspirit
Scholarship Fund.

12-Step Meeting
Self facilitated, with space set aside during Social
Hour.

Social Hour
We gather before dinner for refreshment and
hors d’oeuvres.

Sacred Circle Dancing
May be led or spontaneous…often happens late in
the evening.

Pele’s Palace
For this event, the Chapel will be set up as a
beautiful, sacred palace for meditation and
relaxation. Visit if you need a little quiet time to
replenish your power.

Massage/Body Work
May be available for extra fee, if practitioners are
attending.
Walk in Nature
Explore the beautiful trails on and adjacent to The
Mountain.

Star Gazing
Climb to the top of the Tower for a spectacular view
of the night sky.

Chaplain
Since our events are often deeply personal growth
experiences, we have a Chaplain attending. She is a
qualified professional from a spiritual or counseling
background. She is available for anyone who needs
to process something unexpected or just to talk.

erchandise
T-Shirt
Sizes & Prices
S - 3X: $20
Tote Bag: $15
Apron:
$15

About Our Logo:
Carole Dixon is the artist and
designer for our Fall 2017 logo.
This image represents a powerful
Volcano Woman, the goddess in
each of us exploding into our own
personal missions.
Please note the animal
companions sprinkled throughout
including the totem of the Planning
Committee, and the ineffable
Honey Badger. As the PC created
our own myth about journeying
into power, these were included in
acknowledgment of the
interdependent web of life and the
guidance we receive from this web.
We wanted our logo to have a
vibrancy denoting just how large
our awakenings are becoming.
Reproducing this design on
merchandise requires a direct print
to fabric technique, which is a
departure from the silk screen
process usually used for
UUWomenspirit merchandise. The
full color design also limits the
colors the shirt can be printed on
with a light colored shirt being
necessary for this kind of printing
technique.
Breaking tradition in
UUWomenspirit is never done
lightly. While the Rise Up Sisters
event breaks some traditions, our
event reflects the PC’s shared
cosmology and hopes it is diverse
enough to appeal to all attendees.
When we know our limitations,
prowl our borders, and weigh our
options, often trading and
compromising as we weave nets of
protection and strength, we find
power. We hope our offerings will
be delectable to most despite the
limited palette of shirt colors.

Tote Bag
Natural
$15.00

Apron
White
$15.00
One
size fits
all

White
$20.00

Natural or White
$20.00

Women cut sizes:
small medium large
4/6
8/10
12/14
UNISEX Sizes (Chest)
small medium large
34-36 34-40
43-44

Unisex
Natural or White
$20.00

XL
16/18

2XL
20/23

3XL
24/26

XL
46-48

2XL
50-52

3XL
54-56

The proceeds from merchandise sales are used to
defray the cost of the event. If you are unable to
attend the event but would like to order
merchandise, please contact Shauna Ireland,
Sales and Activities Coordinator for this event:
shaunac47@gmail.com. Your merchandise can be
shipped to you at an additional cost. YOU MUST
ORDER BY THE EARLY BIRD
DEADLINE: SEPTEMBER 13, 2017. All
merchandise sales are final.

Merchandise
Worksheet
3/4 Sleeve Women Cut White
Size:__________ $20.00

Quantity:_______
Short Sleeved Women Cut:

Color: White or Natural
Size:__________ $20.00
Quantity:_______
Unisex Short Sleeved

Color: White or Natural
Size:__________ $20.00
Quantity:_______
Apron - White

Quantity:_______ $15.00
Tote Bag - Natural

Quantity:_______ $15.00

Brigid’s Bazaar

Sacred Sales!

Sacred Shopping!

One of the goals of UUWomenspirit is to
pursue, nurture, and affirm creativity. We
believe one way this goal can be achieved
is by providing the space and opportunity
for women to show and sell their arts, crafts
and other items.
If you are interested in selling your offerings
at this event, please complete the online
Sales Agreement located on the event page
on our website.

Bring your own creations or woman-centered items from your woman-owned
business to sell in our Bazaar. Visit or
contribute to the networking table. Bring
cash or checks since many vendors do not
accept credit cards. To reserve a vendor
spot in the Bazaar, fill out the Sales
Agreement Form on the website.

REGIS T R AT IO N IN FO R MAT IO N

R E G I S T E R O N L I N E AT: W W W . U U W O M E N S P I R I T. O R G
UUWomenspirit uses The Mountain’s online registration program. There
is a link on our website, along with detailed instructions to help in the
process. We do NOT have paper forms. Before you begin your online
registration, PLEASE READ THESE PAGES CAREFULLY to avoid
confusion or misunderstanding of policies and procedures.
IMPORTANT:
Make sure that you read the instructions on the UUWomenspirit
website and follow the registration link found there rather than
any bookmarked links you may have. Pay special attention to the
Early Bird cutoff date and register by this date to receive the
Early Bird discount. If you fail to register by the Early Bird cutoff
date, you will be charged the regular rate. It is
advisable to register as early as possible
to ensure you receive your first choice
of tracks/workshops. Some tracks/
workshops can involve emotional growth
experiences which can be stressful.
If you are in therapy, you may want
to consult with your therapist before
making your selection.

How to Register
Go to www.uuwomenspirit.org. You will
see a link to instructions for UUWomenspirit online registration
and a link to start your registration process. You might find it
helpful, especially if you are new to the online registration, to
print the step-by-step instructions on how to navigate the
registration process. Be sure to register by the Early Bird
deadline to receive the Early Bird discount.

Fee Payment:
All UUWomenspirit and The
Mountain fees are due with your
registration. Payment can be
charged to Visa or MasterCard or
you can mail a check to The
Mountain.
Do NOT mail cash. Your
registration will not be
complete until payment is
received. Some tracks and
workshops involve materials
fees, which must be paid IN
CASH during check-in at the
event. If you are applying for
a scholarship or have earned
credit, check the relevant
boxes during online
registration and pay the
balance. Remember that you
will not be assigned to your
track and/or workshops or
housing until your entire fee
has been paid.

Rate for UUWomenspirit Members:
Weekday Institute

Weekend Gathering

Institute and Gathering

$270

$540

$250

$500

After September 13:

$270
Before September 13: (Early Bird Rate)

$250

Rate for Non UUWomenspirit Members:
Weekday Institute

Weekend Gathering

Institute and Gathering

$290

$580

After September 13 (Early Bird Rate)

$290
Before September 13:

$270
$270
$540
No registrations will be accepted after October 4, 2017.
Scholarships: UUWomenspirit maintains a Scholarship Fund from which we
provide a limited number of partial scholarships to those UUWomenspirit
members who would otherwise be unable to attend. You must be a member of
UUWomenspirit to apply for a scholarship. Click “Join” on the UUWomenspirit
website for a convenient link to PayPal to pay your membership dues. The partial
scholarship covers a portion of the cost for the Gathering or the Institute and will
be given for one program per 12-month period only. A link to the online scholarship application form is available on the event page on the UUWomenspirit website. The deadline for submitting your request is September 6, 2017. Contact the
Scholarship Committee at scholarship@uuwomenspirit.org if you have questions.
If you can afford to donate to this fund, please do so during online registration or
at any time using the PayPal link on the UUWomenspirit website.
Cancellation Policy: If you register but are unable to attend and need to cancel,
please IMMEDIATELY contact both the UUWomenspirit Registrar at
registrar@uuwomenspirit.org and The Mountain. Due to our online registration
process, both fees for The Mountain and UUWomenspirit have been combined
into one total fee per event. The room and board portion charged by The
Mountain is $190 per program. The UUWomenspirit program fee is $60 per
program ($80 after early bird deadline) for UUWomenspirit members and $80 per
program ($100 after the early bird deadline) for non-members. UUWomenspirit
has no control over what The Mountain may be willing to refund.

Please note The Mountain policy below:
Payment is required to register and confirm your space. Unconfirmed
participants will not be housed. Paid reservations are considered on a first come,
first served basis - preferences will be noted, but housing requests are not
guaranteed. Please pay outstanding balance in full at least a week prior to arrival
date to avoid housing issues.
When notice is received more than 30 days prior to arrival date, $35.00 is
retained for each canceling adult; if notice is received within 30 days of your
arrival, $60.00 is retained for each canceling adult. NO REFUND FOR NO SHOW
OR NOTICE RECEIVED ON OR AFTER ARRIVAL DATE. Notice via email is
preferred.
The Cancellation/Administrative Fee is retained except in the case of medical
emergency. Remaining Fees are refunded within 72 hours to credit card or by
check within 7-10 days when no credit card is on file. Questions? Contact The
Mountain Registrar at TheMountainRLC.org or 828-526-5838.

While you are registering,
REMEMBER…
UUWomenspirit Membership
Discount:
Members of UUWomenspirit will
receive a discounted rate to
attend the event. The discount is
$20 per program (Institute or
Gathering) or $40 for both
programs (Institute and
Gathering). Dues are $30 per
calendar year (January 1December 31) and help to support
and grow our unique and dynamic
organization. As a current
member, in addition to being able
to attend our meaningful events at
the discounted rate, you will have
an opportunity to use and
strengthen your leadership skills,
participate in the consensus
process, and, best of all, connect
with an amazing network of
wonderful women. You must be a
member at the time of registration
to receive the member discounted
rate.
Visit the UUWomenspirit website
at www.uuwomenspirit. org
(click “Join” on the menu) for a
convenient link to PayPal to pay
your membership dues.
If you are unsure of your
membership status, contact the
Membership Coordinator,
Christine Grewcock,
membership@uuwomenspirit. org

REGIS T R AT IO N IN FO R MAT IO N
R E G I S T E R O N L I N E AT: W W W . U U W O M E N S P I R I T. O R G
Lodging: Accommodations at The Mountain have a unique, rustic charm that are an integral part of
our events. The Mountain fee for each program (Institute or Gathering) includes meals and lodging for
two nights. One set of linens and towels per registrant are included. All rooms and cabins have twin
beds and are double occupancy (or more for family cabins and bunkhouses). You may indicate a
lodging preference during online registration. While we do our best to accommodate you, preferences
are NOT guaranteed. If you have physical restrictions that need to be considered when lodging is
assigned, you MUST clearly indicate these during online registration.
Your lodging assignment will be made approximately one week prior to the beginning of the Institute
and will be listed in the welcome packet you receive during check-in.
If you want to room with specific women, you MUST request each other! Please do NOT request a
roommate without checking with her first. If you do not request a roommate, you will be assigned one.
You can request a private room for an additional fee during registration; however, the number of
private rooms is very limited and we cannot guarantee availability. Visit The Mountain website at
themountainrlc.org and look under Accommodations for descriptions of the lodging choices.

Special Dietary Needs or Mobility Issues?: Be sure to indicate this during online registration.
Remember that vegetarian choices are reserved for those who indicate such during online
registration. If you have special dietary needs not included on the registration form, you should
provide your own food.

Before the Event: About 2 weeks before the event, you will receive an email confirmation letter
containing your track and/or workshop assignment (with suggested materials and optional reading
information) along with a map and directions to The Mountain and a list of what to bring with you.
When you check-in at The Mountain, you will receive a welcome packet with site map, housing
assignment, schedule, etc.

During the Event: Throughout the event all activities are optional. Please make choices that best
meet your needs. If you find it necessary to skip a track session or workshop, please let the facilitator
know. If you leave The Mountain to shop or hike, please let others, including The Mountain Staff, know
where you are going and the time of your expected return.

While the attendees at our retreats are all women, The Mountain has a handful of male staff
members on hand to assist us during our retreats as needs arise. Their presence during our events is
minimal and we are grateful for their support.

The Mountain only allows smoking in one designated outdoor spot. There is NO SMOKING in
any of the buildings.
NO pets or children are allowed at UUWomenspirit. The Mountain policy will permit guests to bring
Licensed Service Animals only. If you are bringing a Licensed Service Animal, please put a note in
the comment section when registering as well as informing The Mountain at www.themountainrlc.org
or (828)526-5838.

If you bring a camera, please be sensitive and ask permission before taking any photographs. No
photos should be posted on the Internet without specific permission of those pictured. Worship times
are sacred, so we request that no photos be taken during that time.

Sales: One of the goals of UUWomenspirit is to pursue, nurture, and affirm creativity. We believe one
way this goal can be achieved is by providing the space and opportunity for women to show and sell
their arts, crafts and other items. If you are interested in selling your offerings at this event, please
complete the online Sales Agreement located on the event page on our website.

Massage Therapy/Reiki: If you are a licensed massage therapist, Reiki/alternative healing
practitioner and would like to offer your services at this event, please complete the online form
located on the event page on our website.

